
Multi-Function  Personal Audio Enhancer 

PAE-300
TM

THE HEARING HELPER 
The Personal Audio Enhancer PAE-300 by VitaSound is the All-in-One hearing helper!  
This next generation device provides real benefits to anyone who is experiencing the early 
stages of hearing loss, but who are not ready for a hearing aid.  The only All-in-One device 
of its kind, the PAE-300 features distinct modes for distinct situations, providing real 
benefits to anyone who has difficulty hearing when watching TV, when engaged in a 
conversation (especially in a noisy room), when talking on a cell phone, or when listening to 
music. Lightweight and about the size of a cell phone, it's perfect for whenever you need it .   

- Four (4) user-selectable sound enhancement settings with patented NC Audio technology.

- Audio enhancement and up to 40dB amplification in all function modes.

- 2.4 GHz RF digital wireless with 33ft range, full stereo sound, and NO line-of-sight req'd.
- Direct Line-In connection to mobile phones, tablets, audio players, and computers.
- Four (4) user-selectable nature sound loops.
- Rechargeable lithium-polymer battery with up to 14 hours of continuous use.
- Can connect to hearing aids with an inductive loop (NOT INCLUDED).

“But the PAE-300 does more than 
simply boost sound – it uses a 

patented hearing technology to 
keep sound crisp and clear.” 

“I feel like I am in a movie 
theater when I am using the PAE 
to watch TV, because it is like the 

best surround sound.”

 “The PAE-300 is one of our 
top Healthy Father's Day 

gadgets for dad"

SPECIFICATIONS

Receiver Handset
Wireless Transmitter/Charger 
Earphones with Microphone 
Earphone Case
Three Sizes of Ear Tips
Lanyard Handset Holder 
A/C Adapter 
Audio Cables (RCA, Optical,
 Coaxial)
 Instruction Manual 

IN THE BOX

2 MODELS

Grey  PAE-300G 
Blue  PAE-300B

CONTACT US TODAY
416 840 7069 | info@thecms.ca
thecms.ca

 TV, Conversation & Phone
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Making Life Sound Better

Watch Mode for TV
Enjoy TV enhanced to your personal preference.

- No need to crank up the volume or use captions.
- NC Audio makes every word stand out from the background.
- Enjoy your own sound while others listen to theirs.
- Move freely, even to other rooms, with no loss of connection.
- Use any earphones or headphones you prefer.
- Can also wirelessly connect to sound systems.

Talk Mode for Conversations      
Converse with ease in noisy environments.

- Proprietary Noise Reduction technology for conversations in noisy
environments.

- NC Audio adjusts to your specific needs.
- Hear the people if your group NOT the people behind you.
- Small, lightweight and attractive for use in public places.
- Hearing on both sides of the body, for people with one-sided

hearing loss.

Listen Mode for Cell Phones & Audio players
Clearly understand the person at the other end of the line.

- NC Audio enhances phone conversations and music.
- Enjoy listening to music like you remember it - rich and clear.
- With Direct Line-In cable, no device pairings to worry about.
- Talk hands free, perfect for when driving.

Relax Mode for Relaxation
Meditative nature sounds for relaxation and temporary relief from tinnitus.

- Relax, meditate or sleep with playlist of soothing nature sounds.
- Helps mask the effects of tinnitus.
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